A bidirectional single-electron counting device is demonstrated. Individual electrons flowing in forward and reverse directions through a double quantum dot are detected with a quantum point contact acting as a charge sensor. A comprehensive statistical analysis in the frequency and time domains and of higher order moments of noise reveals antibunching correlation in single-electron transport through the device itself. The device can also be used to investigate current flow in the attoampere range, which cannot be measured by existing current meters. P hoton counting has been shown to be useful for detecting a faint light and for characterizing nontrivial photon statistics (1). Similarly, electron counting is expected to provide a sensitive ammeter and deep insights into correlated transport (2, 3). In contrast to photon counting, in which only incoming photons are considered, electron transport involves the frequent occurrence of backscattering events, which makes bidirectional counting essential for a full understanding of its statistics.
A bidirectional single-electron counting device is demonstrated. Individual electrons flowing in forward and reverse directions through a double quantum dot are detected with a quantum point contact acting as a charge sensor. A comprehensive statistical analysis in the frequency and time domains and of higher order moments of noise reveals antibunching correlation in single-electron transport through the device itself. The device can also be used to investigate current flow in the attoampere range, which cannot be measured by existing current meters. P hoton counting has been shown to be useful for detecting a faint light and for characterizing nontrivial photon statistics (1) . Similarly, electron counting is expected to provide a sensitive ammeter and deep insights into correlated transport (2, 3) . In contrast to photon counting, in which only incoming photons are considered, electron transport involves the frequent occurrence of backscattering events, which makes bidirectional counting essential for a full understanding of its statistics.
Conventional current noise measurements are successful for characterizing correlated transport (3, 4) , such as the sub-Poissonian statistics in single-electron tunneling (5) and the fractional quantum Hall effect (6, 7) . However, the second-order noise measurements are restricted to strongly nonequilibrium conditions where transport can be considered unidirectional. In addition, these measurements cannot determine correlations of a few electrons, because existing current meters require the movement of millions of electrons. Recently, individual singleelectron transport through a quantum dot has been investigated in real time with the use of an integrated charge detector (8) (9) (10) (11) , but singledot charge detection cannot determine the direction of the transport.
We demonstrate a bidirectional single-electron counting (B-SEC) device in which individual electrons tunneling through a double quantum dot (DQD) are detected with a charge sensor made of a quantum point contact (PC). Statistical analysis of forward and reverse tunneling events allows us to determine all parameters that describe the system. We find that two forward tunneling events never occur consecutively; this phenomenon reveals antibunching correlation in the single-electron transport. The third-order noise is insensitive to thermal fluctuations, which allows us to extract the correlation effect even in a nearly equilibrium condition. These statistical methods can also be used to investigate extremely small currents from an external test device.
The operation of our B-SEC device is based on charge detection in a DQD in the Coulomb blockade regime, where higher order tunneling processes can be safely neglected (12) . The device consists of a DQD (dots L and R) and a PC for charge detection (Fig. 1A) . The PC is asymmetrically coupled to the dots (stronger to dot L), so that the current through the PC, I PC , depends differently on the respective electron numbers (n,m) in dots L and R (13, 14) . The current through the DQD results in temporal changes in the electron numbers (n,m), which appear as fluctuations in the PC current (Fig.  1B) . By observing transitions between (1,0) and (0,1) states, we can regard the current across the central barrier, I C , as a train of single-electron pulses (Fig. 1C) .
A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a B-SEC device fabricated in an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure is shown in Fig. 1D . The application of appropriate negative voltages on metal gates (gold regions) depletes conductive electrons nearby and forms the integrated device in a desired action (8) . The PC is adjusted in the tunneling regime, where I PC is sensitive to the charge distribution around the PC. The current, bI PC À , 12 nA on average at an excitation voltage V PC 0 0.8 mV, changes by a few percent depending on the charge state of the DQD. The charge state (n,m) of the DQD can be controlled by voltages V L and V R , respectively, applied to gates G L and G R ; the average current bI PC À shown in Fig. 2A indicates four discrete values depending on (n,m). Clear separation of (0,0) and (1,1) domains indicates an electrostatic coupling energy of È200 meV for the DQD (15) . Similar patterns are observed in a wide range of the V L -V R plane, and we select a specific region where all the tunneling rates of the DQD are within the bandwidth (È10 kHz) of the current amplifier used to measure I PC . Then, individual tunneling events can be clearly visible in the time domain, as shown in We record I PC traces over a period Tp 0 1.3 s with a time resolution of t 0 0 20 ms and digitize the current into four values, corresponding to the (n,m) states of interest, with an appropriate filtering and threshold. If required, a group of many (up to 50) traces are used to obtain reliable statistics. All information needed for characterizing the transport can be obtained from the statistics. The residence time T res (n,m) , defined as how long the QD stays in a particular charge state (n,m) before changing to another state (as in Fig. 1B) , is a stochastic quantity and takes a random value every time (Fig. 2C) . The data are taken in the nonlinear conductance regime at a positive bias voltage V S 0 300 mV. The exponential distribution is observed for all charge states, indicating a random Poisson process characterized by a single lifetime t nm 0 bT res (n,m) À (8, 16), which is related to the sum of all possible tunneling rates G nmYij from (n,m) to (i, j)-that is, t nm j1 0~i , j G nmYij . One can also count the number of transition events N nmYij from (n,m) to (i, j), which should be proportional to the rates by the relation N nmYij 0 p nm 0 G nmYij T p , where p nm 0 is the occupation probability for (n,m) in a steady condition. By solving these relations, all relevant rates G nmYij and populations p nm 0 can be determined. Figure 2D shows N nmYij obtained from the same data set. The transport is dominated by a cyclic transition (shown by red arrows) from (1, Fig. 2E .
We performed similar analyses at various points in the V L -V R plane and investigated how the forward and reverse tunneling rates change. We first examined dot-lead tunneling across the left barrier by comparing G 01Y11 and G 11Y01 . These are plotted in Fig. 2F as a function (17) . The behaviors of the forward and reverse rates are almost symmetric with respect to E 10 0 E 11 (dashed line). The small difference (factor of È1.5) between the maximum saturated rates for the forward and reverse tunneling may be related to spin degeneracy; a factor of 2 difference is expected for transitions between different charge states having total spins of 0 and ½ (18) . The dot-lead tunneling shows detailed balancing in which the ratio of forward and reverse rates is determined by the electrochemical potential, G 01Y11 /G 11Y01 0 expEm/(kT e )^(where k is the Boltzmann constant), up to degeneracy. In contrast, the interdot tunneling rates G 01Y10 and G 10Y01 measure how frequently the system absorbs or emits energy from or to the environment (19) . As shown in Fig. 2G , the rates deviate from the symmetric dependence in the whole range across some peaks (indicated by arrows) associated with alignments of discrete energy levels in the dots. Violation of detailed balancing implies strong nonequilibrium excitation under back action from the PC detector (20) .
Although each tunneling process characterized by G nmYij is Poisson random, Coulomb interaction prohibits double occupancy in a small island and correlates the overall electron transport. Charge transport in the sequential tunneling regime can be described by the rate equation (d/dt)p(t) 0 Mp(t), where p(t) is an array of time-dependent occupation probabilities Ap nm (t)Z (21). The matrix M describes the transition rates consisting of diagonal and offdiagonal terms jt nm j1 and G nmYij , respectively. Because we have already obtained M as in Fig.  2E , we can calculate the expected average current, noise spectrum (21), and higher order moments of noise (22) , which are more suitable for describing the correlated transport. These statistics can be obtained by analyzing the pulsed current (conserved quantity), which is more versatile even when complete information, such as M, is not available.
We next define three pulsed currents, I L , I C , and I R , which exhibit B-SEC at the left, central, and right barriers, respectively. They are obtained by considering the corresponding tunneling processes as discussed for I C in Fig. 1C . The average currents obtained for a long period, T p 0 1.3 s, always coincide with each other (i.e., bI L À 0 bI C À 0 bI R À) as a result of current conservation. The average current bIÀ in the V L -V R plane is shown in Fig. 3A . The triangular conductive regions around E and H with a resonant tunneling peak on one side of the triangles are consistent with the energetics for transport through a DQD (15) .
Noise power spectra S L , S C , and S R (Fig. 3B,  top) are obtained from numerical Fourier transforms of the corresponding pulsed currents. The spectra are qualitatively the same as those calculated from M (Fig. 3B, bottom) (21), indicating the validity of our statistical analysis. The enhanced spectrum in the high-frequency part (91 kHz, the characteristic frequency set by M) is related to how frequently an electron experiences backscattering across the barrier. The low-frequency part, identical for the three spectra, is almost flat except for excess dark-counting noise below 10 Hz. Background charge fluctuation (1/f noise), which often dominates lowfrequency noise, is suppressed by the digitizing process. The noise level in the 10 to 100 Hz range is suppressed below full shot noise 2ebIÀ (dashed line), indicating correlated transport (5) . In fact, we find that B-SEC provides better statistics that identify the antibunching correlation directly. The distribution of the time interval, t þþ , between two successive forward current pulses (Fig. 3C ) is no longer a simple exponential, and suppression of consecutive forward pulses at t þþ , 0 (antibunching) is directly identified, consistent with a rate-equation calculation (solid curve). Note that the broad peak in the distribution indicates quasi-periodic current as a precursor of single-electron tunneling oscillations (10) .
We can extract other statistics often used in quantum optics, such as electron (photon) number distribution (1, 2, 23) . The third-order moment of the distribution, which is called skewness, is of particular interest for its insensitivity to thermal distribution (24) (25) (26) and is considered to be a new tool for investigating correlated transport, valid even for near-equilibrium conditions. Gustavsson et al. used charge detection measurement on a single quantum dot to identify correlated transport from its second-and third-order noise (11) . Taking advantage of bidirectional counting in our device, we have shown that the third-order noise is insensitive to the thermal noise (supporting online text).
The reverse problem of identifying unknown correlation would be useful in many cases. The top part of Fig. 4A illustrates a circuit for counting electrons from a test device. Although it is impossible to obtain all information about the test device, one can obtain useful information by means of time, frequency, and momentum analyses with a B-SEC device. For this purpose, the impedance of the B-SEC device should be smaller and its correlation time shorter than that of the test device (27) . Our B-SEC device can be applied to investigate extremely small current from a high-impedance test device, and this is precisely what conventional electronics cannot cover. In Fig. 4A we show how our device performs as a current meter, using another single quantum dot as a test device. The average current bI À obtained from the B-SEC device reasonably depends on two gate voltages, V A and V B , of the test device (Fig. 4B) , indicating that the observed Coulomb blockade peaks are associated with the test device. The peak-to-peak noise level in the blockade region is 3 aA for an averaging time of 1.3 s, which is about three orders of magnitude smaller than that in conventional current meters.
The demonstrated B-SEC device enables the use of various statistical analyses to characterize the correlation, and it is also useful for investigating extremely small currents. Integration with other mesoscopic electron devices, such as beam splitters or interferometers, would lead to various techniques for exploring nontrivial intensity correlation and entanglement in mesoscopic electron systems (28) . 
